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What if you have a computer and high speed data cable, but donâ€™t electricity.  What if you have car
but donâ€™t have fuelJ. Similar is the case with the website and web hosting, a website have nothing
importance without host service. Web hosting is a type of services which allows the website
accessible on the World Wide Web. The hosting companies provide the space on the server on
lease or sell that a website needs on the server to get online or visible to users. Suppose you visit to
a website and found many down time and low speed and other hosting issue then you would never
think to visit that URL. But it you get a site in few minute and found one as more reliable source then
vi

Generally we need an hosting company that can provide latest features at really affordable prices
like lowest down time, Speed, customer support and email hosting, unlimited FTP and more
services that is in latest trend. The web hosting companies are easily available in the markets which
are providing different types of hosting and hosting plans on the basis of user requirement. Many
hosting also providing free web hosting service but a free web hosting is free, but is advertisement
supported. Letâ€™s take a look that what happen if you go with free web hosting services? First you will
not have your own domain, it provides sub domain means the URL contains the name of the hosting
company as well for example (yourname.webhost.com) and other thing is Limited web space,
Limited band width thatâ€™s mean you have less chance to improve in search engine.

Some of the host may allow the client to use separately purchased domains and may operate the
domain name registration. Mainly the free webhosts are Linux based servers.

The paid hosting services on the other hand give some more features like

â€¢    Unlimited Web Space

â€¢    Unlimited Bandwidth

â€¢    Unlimited Emails

â€¢    Unlimited Sub domains

â€¢    Unlimited Domains

â€¢    Dedicated IP

A good web hosting service provider like Apoto , is a very essential part of the success of your
online business. Choose the hosting company which provides the 100% uptime. The uptime is very
important for the website, as it defines whether the visitor comes again or not. The hosting is
important factor of any of the website. The hosting makes the website as a part of web world.
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Garima - About Author:
a Apoto.com is famous for providing best a shared hosting india. We provide VPS, Dedicated, and
reseller all kind of hosting at very affordable price.
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